Melatonin as a hypnotic: con.
The physiological roles of melatonin are still unclear despite almost 50 years of research. Elevated melatonin levels from either endogenous nocturnal production or exogenous daytime administration are associated in humans with effects including increased sleepiness, reduced core temperature, increased heat loss and other generally anabolic physiological changes. This supports the idea that endogenous melatonin increases nocturnal sleep propensity, either directly or indirectly via physiological processes associated with sleep. The article "Melatonin as a hypnotic--Pro", also in this issue, presents evidence to support this viewpoint. We do not entirely disagree, but nevertheless feel this is an overly simplistic interpretation of the available data. Our interpretation is that melatonin is primarily a neuroendocrine transducer promoting an increased propensity for 'dark appropriate' behavior. Thus, it is our view that exogenous melatonin is only hypnotic in those species or individuals for which endogenous melatonin increases sleep propensity and is consequently a dark appropriate outcome. Evidence supporting this position is drawn primarily from studies of exogenous administration of melatonin and its varied effects on sleep/wake behavior based on dose, time of administration, age and other factors. From this perspective, it will be shown that melatonin can exert hypnotic-like effects but only under limited circumstances.